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Providing Services for Handicapped Persc

in Rural/Sparsely Populated Areas

Richard Weatherman, Professor and Director
Minnesota Severely Handicapped Delivery System

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

OVERVIEW

Attempts to deliver quality educational and othe'r supportive services

tb handicapped children, youth, and adults, have met with a fair measure

of success in the urban centers of most western developed nations. In

sparsely populated areas, however, the conventional urban solutions have

not been as effectivd,'in that they.fail to deliver the services as intended

and they fail to utilize the strengths existing in the rural areas. The

problems-of providing educational and other supportive services to handi-,

capped children and adults in the United States parallel thoseA)f other

Western developed nations in matt respects. This paper-will focus on the

major issues-involved in the delivery of special educational services to

handicapped children, youtti;i:and young dults in rural areas, iising-the

experiences of the Minnesota Severely Handicapped Delivery System Project

(MSHDS) to illustrate some pervasive°probleMs Which plague'rural service

delivery systems,

The MSHDS Pro ect funded in 1982 by the U.S. Department of Education,

Special EdUCation Programs, represeats i'joint ,effortbetween the Department

of Educational Psychology at the University of Minnesota and` the Minnesota-

StateDepartment of Education, This three-year project is developing. and

field testing a model for service delivery that will facilitate communica-

tion and cooperation among all serVice31-oviders'to handicapped persons -

and disseminate information to local. personnel Wenable them to solie

specific. problems= handicapped children, youth and young adults.
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A model specifically designed for rural areas will be presented as

a possible solution to the need to reduce the excessive costs associated

with rural handicapped education and related support services and to

provide appropriate, quality, community-based.programs. Because :schools

have primary responsibility for key developmental service handicapped

persons, this paper will focus on strategies for Wpm, he effec

and responsiveness of schools.

BACKGROUND (P.L. 94-142)

In 1975, the-U.S. Congress passes a landmark-piece ofiegislati n

called the Education for All Handicapped-Children Act of 1975 to meet the

needs of millions of handicapped children who were not receiving appropriate-

educational,services. The intent of this law (P.L. 94-142) was

...to ensure that all handicapped children have available to them...
a free apprOpriate education which emphasizes special needs, to
assure the rights of handicappedthildren and their parents or
guardians are protected, to assist states and localities to provide-

tbe education o.F.all handicapped children, and to assess and
assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate handicapped
children (Public Law 94-142, 1975, Sec. 3c).

The provisions of P.L: 94-142 are extensive; but chief among theany

requirements of the-act is that handicapped children receive k free and

appropriate education t permits; as-much as possible, experience with

non-handicapped students the least restrictive setting.. Other provisions

require _specific a) child dentification.and -educational evalMation

activities, b) development of an individualized. education plan (TEP),

c) proCedural safeguards for handicapped children and their parents, and

designated responsibilities for and coordination of comprehensive services

for handicapped Children.
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Since the enactment o every state and local education

agency in the. United Statt__ been
. d to develop methods to ensure

that handicapped children Tut" --el a educational opportunities which

are appropriate to their ciL2ss of the type or severity oT

their handicapping condi-AL :here have been a number of innovative

and successful projects ail-- _ gies designed to address specific

problems in implementation_ that time, the current status of the service

delivery system can be best characterized as being highly variable and uneven

in quality. This unevenned-s is particularly apparent if we compave services

opolitan and rural areas, with the format tyPically havtng a weil-

organizes and ii2hly specialized systm,of services- in contrast with a

rural_system which it fragmtn ed and frequently lacking In essential services

and coordination.-

OANDICAPPE0 STU0ENTSIN-RURAL'AREAS

The special needs of rural.school .districts may be better understood

by examining the relevant characteristics of rural areas in general and

rural school districts in particular Definitions of rural vary widely, as

do estimates of the numbers of handicapped and non-handicapped students in

these rural areas. 'Accurate estimates of rural handicapped-children have

been hindered by both arab-I:pity of definitions and limited communication

in sparsely populatectareas. The National Center for Educational

Statistics, for example, does not report data on districts having fewer

than 2500 pupils, which seriously limits the identification of handicapped

students in low population ,density areas. In 1975, the U.S. Census deter-

,mined that there were more than 15 million studenA in "nonmetropolttan,"
- N

or ruml.schools, which'constituted 32% of all children in public schools.

We use the generaIlyaccepted handicapped-tncidehce rate of 10%, then
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an estimated 1. 6 million handicapped students live in nonmeropolitan or

rural. areas. Estimates by the U.:S. Bureau of the Census (1976), however,

placed thiSfigivre at 1/10- this number, which probably reflected a

failure to identify handicapped children in rural areas.

Prevalence rates, however, do nct tell us .much about the unique

nature of rural areas. nor of their particular problems it dealing with

their handicapped students. 'Rural communities have been: described in

terms so various, depending upon the sympathies and perspective of the

author, that it is difficult to see that they have anything in maroon

other than low population density. Closer examination Suggests that.Sher's

(1978) observation that rural America may "represent,the single most diverse

and heterogeneous group of individuals and communities in our society"

appears to be a more accurate description than the typically stereotyped

descriptions Such as "a more sparsely populated version of urban America-"

"impoverished" by every imaginable standard, or the 'good life" (Nachtigal

19810., The bulk of the.writing about rural.. populations vacillates between

descriptions of the "rural-poor" and "traditional middle America" with

resulting confusien about the characteristics of nit-al populations,

including their educational needs and strengths.

Nachtigal suggests a taxonomy of rural America which would differ-

entiate between the three major types of rural communities, the "rural

poor," "traditional middle_ America" and "communities_ in transition."

This rough taxonomy should be useful in suggesting the broad types of

problems likely to be encountered within.the community and the differing

types of public policy approaches which might be effective within each

of these groupings.
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Similarly, rural schools are also viewed variously, with some writers

feeling they reflect the pluralism found among .the communities they serve

(Sher, 970 whereas others feel the only major differenCes have to do

Ath the amount of resources available for education. Comparisons of urban

and rural schools, however, point to some significant differences which

clearly impact upon the ability of rural schools to deliver special education

services. In particular, rural scL3n1slaften have more financial constraints

,due to a lower tax base (Heller,-1976); greater expenditures for transporta-

tion,which reduces the funds available for education; lack of specialized

equipment, teaching materials, and access to outside:resources such as

universities; fewer experienced, well-trained and/or specialized teachers

and administrators, more limited-course offerings, more student absenteeism,

and, in general, more isolation from other cultural influences and fewer

ancillary services. The Job rural teacher iS characterized as being-

more demanding and comple* than that of an urban or suburban teacher

(Muse, 1977),

EXTENT AND IMPLICATIONS OF SPARSITY

Sparsity is characteristic of vast areas of the United States, and

itit= creates particularly serious problems fdr the design and delivery, of

special education services. To illustrate the extent and implications

of sparsity, we might examine the population_ statistics forla- state which

is not atypical, that of Minnesota, wherein_approximately one-half the

population resides in one majormetropolitan area, in a geographic.area

/comprising lest than 5% of the state; The 'remainder is scattered throUgh-

out thinly populated areas with a"%ent smaller urban -Eenters. Population

\
density in the metro area fs about 700 persdns per square mile, which is

sufficiently densest ,.permit.-Ooppinlby tYli-of disability with
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specialists being matched to the type of handicap, if that style of service

is desired. It also permits, indeed encourages, extensive staff develop-

ment and specialized_ chOol personnel. In-the nonmetropolitan areas,

total population densi ranges from 10-60 persons/square mile, with large

distances, sometimes. up to or exceeding 100 miles, between local school.

districtt and regional centers. In such areas, one will see few If any

handicapped children in'any one school district.'. Hence, if narrowly trained

specialists were to- be hired by the district, they might see no more than

one or two children who matched their area of specialization. In addition,

it is quite possible that the child would need a number of different types

of services, such as special assistance in reading, -speech therapy, physical

therapy, psychological services, and so'forth, requiring. the. services of

many othei specialists. The more severe the type of handicap, the more

aggravated this situation would become.

Even the best-intentioned rural districts would find it virtually

impossible to fully theetthe needs ofone ur two handicapped students on a

local, -independent basis. And even if there were sufficient numbers-of

handicapped students to justify hiring specialists such specialists are

difficult to attract and retain in rural areas. :Hence, the accepted rural

practice has been to send such students to larger centers which have

highly specialized professional staff.. At a minimum, this means that the

child spends a substantial amount of time in transit between home-and school,

often over rough terrain,- which is a hardship for the child and costly to

the local district. Other alternatives have been to place the child in

group or foSter homes or in residential -Facilities, which in effect gives

,_priority to educational needs over family and community-cohesiveness. -This

.contrary to the principle of odUcating the child in the leaitalso.
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restrictive environment, i.e. of educating- handicapped and nonhandicapped

peers in the same school setting to the maximum extent possible.

A problem which is particularly germane to rural areas deserves special

mention. The problem most frequently cited as hindering efforts in rural

areas to deliver special education services is:the difficulty of attracting

specialist teachers. These-highly accredited teachers have historically

been harder to recruit and retain in rural areas, in part due to the

substantially lower salaries for nonmetropolitan teacherS(24-47S-lower than

metropolitan teachers), and in part due to:the characteristics- of rural

schools and communities-. The.; ob of a rural.school teacher 'is often con-

sidered more demanding and offers fewer supportive services. For .example,

rural teachers, often -teach multiple grades, with secondary teachers averaging

five to six' preparations per day (Sher, 1978) despite a situation in which

appropriate commercially 'designed materials are less likely to be available

to support the teacher. '\ Teachers whodo take and stay in jobs-in rural

schools tend to be from thelocal community or a similar community.

Although a number of pr jects have demonstrated that a variety of in-

service training mechanisms, ophisticated training packages and consul-

Wive assistance can be effective in upgrading teacher skills in remote

areas, thesifiave not been,iOrporated on a large scale into common practice.

Despite the promise of these innovations, most rural districts follow

the practice of sending the child to a specialized program, regardless of

the distance =involved. At tomes, travel expenditures have exceeded program

costs . =.- Other hildren have been removed from their homes-and sent to

distant residential schools as a means if obtaining an education. In one

state, state licensurerequireMents-whiCh mandate, that.Oplythe fully_licensed
. .

professionaPcan perform'services for a handicapped person have the unexpected
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'consequence,of restricting the services or creating additional problems for

the handicapped person and their families.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION

Another concern for rural areas is he unddridentification or inaccurate

diagnosis of handicapped children. One might.suspect that rural districts

would have greater difficulties in identification and classification, in

part due to limited access as well as limited, personnel skilled in assess-\

mew& \greater tolerance 'of marginality (Frith, 1977), and inaccurate infor-
mation from parents. A study by Kurtz and Lamb(1977), for example, found that

only 2% .of the questionnaires comPleted'by parents concerning the develop-

mental problems\of their children accurately predicted failure on the Denver
, 0

Developmental Screening Test in a rural area Nacfiti (1981) hakobserved

that "guidelines and ace cocuntability proce4ures des pribari y for
\\,..

larger systems not only cause an excessive amount o

\.
...just do not lit the .realitY\of their schools and their communities." He

work-,-but in-some cases,

suggeSts re-examining these-mandates with respect to their appropriateness to

rural areas and, in general, "promoting more general standards which encourage

flexible and diverse strategies for the0-achievement."

SERVICE NEEDS'

Perhaps the most serious problem which underlies or compounds many Of

the more specific delivery issues innTural areas is ack.of a clearly,

defined regional structure of service. delivery for handiCipp0 persons. In

order to,deliver an-adequate array of educational and related services,

the combined 'expertise of a large- variety of specialists within ediication-as.

well as, related .health;;welfare,.-Vocational,:and othee agencies is needed,
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Rural school distritts-typically do not. have such, expertise available locally,-

and. hence they tend tb'either-umake 06" with existing personnel or contract-

.for-services from.other distritts and agencies which are often quite distant

from the local community.
P

These arrangements tend.to,.he done on an ad hoc basis, ratherrather than with'

planned assistance, staff sharing, and coordination on a regional or-inter-...

mediatelevelsufficientlylargetobeabletocoordinate, and Manage all

necessary staffing and technical assistance needs for-the extremely hetero-

genous group. of students requirin0 special education. Hence, services vary

considerably across districts, as do eligibility criteria and coordination

with related. agencies swing these populations.

[despite the presenee ofsoMehcooperative and regional administrative

organizations in the various states, and the encouraging trend toward more

nteragency agreements reeentneede assessments. studies done by the VitHDS

Project point to gaps_which still exist in rural. settings.,

1, The most serious:gap in the present elivery system is the absence

of an efficient, coordinated .system for the delivery of special

education services to handicapped' children and youthin-muir10 areas.

2, The absence of.speeifically defined criteria for the identification

and assessment' of handicapped children is a barrier to appropriate

identification and prograrvplanniing, efforts

Particular populations are underidentified and underserved. Few.pro-

grams and services exist for the severely emotionally disturbed,

particularly in sparsely populated areas. Program'planning for 0 -3 year

olds is. inadequate and uncoordinated 'since it is voluntary on the

part of the schools.
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Systematic personnel,development activities are needed. ;There is a

vshortage of programs for preService and"nservice.training. Non-,

metropolitan districtf 'generally cannot afford to attract the

,:highly specialized-persons requ4ed to provide the handicaPped childN

with'a full rangeofServiceS,_ Categorical licensure requirementi

further compound t4eproblem'Of adeO4atily meeting the full range 67

needs-for handicapped-children and youth.

Current assessment and IEP planning proaduresneed_improvement.

Utilization'of available information and technology to assist these

procedures lags behind the availability of such resources

Vocational and related services are needed for post-high school level

youth.-- Transitional service coordination for this age group is'.

seriously needed, as are.more realistic,

experiences.

Increased coordination. and interagency agreements- witn.otherAgenc e-

consumer groups and

is needed,

to collection and montorin4 prodedur0need,impreyement to permit

futbre" b training

parents' inVolyed with the'severely.handicapped,

a Systematic exaraination. of current practices and procedures which

woutd:go beyond compliance Systemati0,ny'aluaiion.o

program quality-and-effectiveness,. as well as al mechanisms for

implementing an evaluation-system at the state, regional and local

level.are needed.

Information/dissemination gaps regarding existing services resources

and, technologies impede effective service deliver,. Most of these

gaps in . service are being-addressed to some extent by a variety of
- -

means e.,baticproble-ofa-sery
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diversified and insufficiently Coordinated at the regional and state

level pose's serious constraints for a truly comprehensive-system of

service delivery to handicapped children and youth rural areas.

COOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

Since-local communities often lack sufficient numbers of handicapped

persons to justify hiring Specialists or to even qualify for' federal funds,

collaborative efforts are frequently necessary to, implement comprehensive

'. pfegrams for handicapped persons. This situation further aggravated

by,diminishing (real) resources in the present inflationary times Tpopera-

tive arrangements between schools, communities and regions withi states are

extremely diverse, and in part state- determined or mediated, aneWri,

enormously in_their effectiveness in delivering services.

MERITS OF RURAL SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

To this point, the deficiencies -of rural schools have been -discussed

th.great detail. Nevertheless, rural schools were not always viewed so '

.negatively, Prior to World War TI, rural schools were seen as-respectable

_ tbearers of community traditions and values as well as educationally appro
.fr

'-priate vehicles-for sparsely populated areas. During the period from WWII

until the mid-40'i when.the urban population boom diverted attention frc

rural areas to-the more pressing and explosive urban issues traditional

rural schools steadily declined due to n ttention

to the merits of rural schools that led to their sgstematic destruction was

supported bygthe:general perception,-in both the'United States and elsewhere,

thatrrura7rschools were deficient, woefully lacking in staff and material
.

resources and politically insignificant. The typical response to the- situation
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of relative population decline in rural- areas in mast Organization for

Economic Cooperat4on and Development countries was to create'boarding

schools or to encourage consolidation or reorganization of,rural 'schools,

rather than attempting to strengthen local schOols. With consolidation,

lengthy travel distances to and'from school became common for many rural

school children, with little attention to the relative merits of fewer

resources versus removal from the community. The situation for handicapped

children is similar, of course,-butimore extreme, since they are fewer in

number and hence must -travel even greater distances-to find appropriately

staffed schools. Many other factors have combined to. produce this situation

for handicapped children, including historical precedents for separate.

facilities for the handicapped (Fox & Guess, :980) and a technological ethos'

which strongly supported the notion that problems of all sorts were best

dealt with by specialists and that tended to ignore-existing community

strengths for meeting these problems in .favor of professional care. The

tradition of specialized care, segregated by disability type, underlies

the licensing and reimbursement structure of rnoststates-today,-which results

in both teachers and handicapped students being narrowly pigeon-holed by

type of Jhandicapping condition rather than by assessed need or skills.

Fortunately, there has been a recently renewed interest in and respect

for rural.schools-"as a natural laboratory for such innovative practices as

individualized instruction, cross-age grouping, older students teaching

younaer students, using the community as a learning resource and rmainstream ng'

mildly handicapped children." (Sher, 1981). This new lo0 at rural schools

has come about in a number of countries, in part'prompted by the realization

that_the-populat4on=decline-was -rea-pgefiwg; as predicted, and in part due
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to the interest in decentralization of government initiated either at

the federal level, as in the United States, or fromiiial

some, this has meant abandoning the pursuit of uniformity in education

(i.e., the urban model for all) and substituting instead "Uniquely rural

solutions to unique7y rural problems" (Sher, 1981). The prevalent

assumption that rural schools were unique only in their defic_Acies led

vo the conclusion that the urban criteria for excellence in special educa-

tion, i.e., highly trained specialists delivering direct services, regardless

of geography, and that the rural areas had nothing to offer thei -r urban

counterparts. In fact, the urban model may be inherently incapable of

delivering on this promise in rural areas. Despite this recent burst,of

enthusiasm for rural schools, however, it should be noted that rural

schools in advanced nations have generallyrfailed to serve handicapped

children well. An examination of the strengths of the,ural school, for'

the average child, should point to some Similar directions for rural

handicapped children, utilizing a rural:model, rather than.an adaptation

of the urban-inspired consolidation model.

PRELIMINARY STEPSTODEVELOPING A MODEL

Needs Assessment

The first step in_ the development of a model for service delivery is

to define the needs of the population, including'a-n.esiessment. of the

/ capabilities of current administtive strudtUres and rograms to deliver
C;

a comprehensive system of services` the extent of support at the local,

regional and state level for the goals of the proposed model, and the gaps

and duplications in the present state system.

8/28/83

v-7
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Different- methods of service delivery could then- becompared with

respect to their differential effectiveness in providing services which

7) are community based, 2) integrated with nonhandicapped students,

3', cover the full range of educational need, 4) are cost-effective, and

5) offer a uniform system of special education services and -related support

services within the particulai administrative structure. To the extent

possible, gaps in information, attitudinal and geographic barrie

.Jigibillty, costs and other factors which limit the accessibility

potentially available services should be address'

Cost

The analysis of cost factors is always n important concern of

decision-makers. The costs of different existing service options, the

methods .used to secure funding, including tax bases to generate funds,

and funding which is potentially available tut underutilized, are highly

relevant. A critical area to-examine involves the relations between

the !evel of fundilg available, the strategies for alloCating-these monies

and the impact on different aspects of the service system. Examples of

this include the -Impact on the "prevention" or early intervention services

of current funding strategies:, and the effects of such programs on the

immediate and long-term costs for services. Preschool services, for

example, may be somewhat more costly in the short term, but their demon-

strated effectiveness in reducing long-term impairment and dependency is

highly cost-efficient in the long run. Other important considerations

include the effect of funding levels and allocation str, gies on the

ability of existing programs to offer adequate and reimburseable services,

and-on-the-movement-of-cltent5=ttrougli-a-ontinu-UM-Of-t-ervicei-into the

least restrictive settinb.
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Objectives

Based on the data analysis, a comprehensive model for the statewide

delivery of special education services would then be developed-, utilizing

the strengths currently existing in the system; Program objectives would

include ensuring that severely handicapped persons have access to apro-

pridtely knowledgeable service persons as needed, while at the same time

remaining in the least restrictive-environment and in their home communities

to the maximum extent possible. Possibilities fo r system improvement would

focus on the role of the regional units within states in the development

Of increased competencies at the TOcal"level .and in a coordinated system .

of service delivery. Given the widely differing roles of the regional

units currently in operation, alternative strategies would have to be

explOred-dependent upon the relations between regional units and the local

schools and_communities,--

DESIGN OF A STATEWIDE MODEL FOR SERVICE DELIVERY GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Some general considerations frequently cited for the development of a

good model-include that it should be relatively simple and easily-available

to local staff, while at the same time comprehensive and generic enough

to accomodate great diversity practices and sufficiently dynamic to be

able to change with shifts in funding or legislation.

In addition, it should have a well explicated philosophical base and-.

organizational structure; it should incorporate the best available research

and theory on organizational development and program administration, and

should be sufficiently well-defined to be capable of identifying actual

-ices-and-evaluatfng-eart component-M-the model. It has been noted

that a good model not only demonstrates that particular social problems

can be solved in a particular way,. but .also provide! a "prototype or pa
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for replication in her settings where similar services could be provided.

Its importance n its potential for dissemination aAd utilization

of service strategies of known cost and effectiveness." (Paine and Bellamy,

1980).

the development of-a workable program model, it is also essential

to give serious consideration to the interests and input of those individuals

who will be affected by this model. A model "imposed from above," without

such input, is likely to be lacking in sensit1 ityto essential variations

in local situations, and, even if totally adequate, will not be fully

supported and hence will suffer in the implementation phase. A focus upon

the identified needs and problems-in the region, with the aim of developing,

in collaboration with local and regional professionals, administrators and

community groups, strategies which might best meet these needs may circumvent

or allay seine of the structural and attitudinal problems assotiated with

attempting to'merle4. djiew model upon an existing system.

In social welfare matters, it is almost always necessary to meet problems

with their most cost-effective solutions, rather than to protect existing

systems,- styles of organization, or methods of intervention. This implies

the need to capitalize on existing resources as well as build connections.

between service agencies and the local communityAnother_Lcomponent-of-a-

cost-effective model is the particular management information system employed

for budget and planning purposes, This includes both the system-of account-

ing for service costs and the methods employed for data-collection and

analysis. -Traditional systems, for example, tend to limit cost accounting

to the specific services rather -than viewing the total costs for a client

es- thf6140-thiVirious service agencies from the beginning

to the end of ttleirfcontact with these agencies.
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THE C RRE s i t ODEL

To briefly review, the prevailing model in the Un ited States for the

delivery of special education services to the handicapped is an urban

`specialist-centered" model which focuses on matching the specialist to

the person's particular handicapping condition. This model may be appr

priate when sufficient numbers of handicapped persons reside within a

community to permit grouping by some type of common varia such as age,

handicapping condition, learning modality, etc., although it frequently

results in handicapped children being educated in largely segregated

settings and may not be either the most effective or the most efficient.

. The more severe the handicapping condition, the-more-likely the student is

be educated separately from nonhandicapped students. Despite the fact that

rural school districts have unique problems, including scarce and unevenly

distributed professional_resources, they still largely adhere to this

urban model.

TIONALE FOR PROPOSED _MODEL

The proposed model is based upon the following set of observations and

assumptionst

Most states have large rural areas which are fairly isolated

and sparsely populated. The'prevailihg urban model for special

education service delivery is not effect_Ve for large segments of

the United States.

2. Handicapped children and ypd h should not be separated from

their homes for educational, training and related services,

unless absolutely necessary.

3--Katiicapped children and youth will derive benefits from educational

experiences-which are integrated to the maximum extent possible with

nonhandicapped students.

19
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4. Many of the educational needs of handicapped children end

youth are generic and could be met by persons trained in

functional skills of curriculum and instruction.

The urban model is not appropriate for large areas of the Unite

States which are insufficiently urbanized to support this type of sq vv-vice

delivery system. Conventional alternatives have beer to move handiC { peed

persons to residential facilities, place them in fo5teror group Tomes

near centers having specialized staff, or to require them to travel icooping

c.:-stances L received specialized services. In other cases, they sihlpi iply

do not receive adequate serrices. These alternatives are not sati sf o story

in light of the mandates and evidence supporting the necessity and

educational value of 1) maintaining the person in his/her home envirtymtriment,

and 2) integrating handicapped students with nonhandicappd peers to .t;she

maximum extent possible. In addition more restrictive and segrege4d Id options

are extremely costly. Nevertheless, handicapped students tio have e va srety

of si...;ializad service needs which must be met. Hence the dull obj etctives

Vining,are to assure that handicapped students-have access to appropriate

instruction, and specialized services as' needed, while at the same

remaining within their .homes, communities, and in the least restrict -:mee

se

environment.

The dilemma is: Given limited resources, how can these two seM4rivingly

incompatible goals be attained in a cost-effective and quality manner, The

demand for community based services points to one possiblesoNtion.
fi

one considers the specific needs of the handicapped person, and the

-compete ncfesof locarpersonn61,it may be argued that:
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1. The fundamental, developmental tasks of social competence and

social adaptability are the skills Most frequently neededby

handicapped children. Even severely handicapped children are

more alike than different in their educational and related

service needs (Fox & Guess, 1980) and hence the rationale for

grouping by dtiability type seems to be related more to tradition

and convenience than to their actual needs. New methods are

-currently available to analyze and identify these developmental

tasks (Weatherman, 1983).

The most reliable, stable people-available to work with handi-

capped personS in rural communities are the indigenous people

who have a commitment to the area and knowledge- of the broader

local environment. These include local teachers as well as

parents, aides and volunteers. Thus, direct intervention

could be best accomplished by people committed to the local

area.

Training persons for direct intervention efforts need not be

highly technical. The basic tasks which must be mastered by the

handicapped person ara slow moving tasks which are learned over

the course of many years. Training can be matched to the specific

developmental needs identified through instruments such as the

Scales of Independent Behavior.

4. By grouping handicapped students according t

require

the kinds of tasks

alcompetence and adititgifl ity, rather than by

type of haridlcapoing condition, handicapped students can be better

integrated. for sOcialization and other experiences with sanaage

peers having more mivalent cognitive-abili.ies For exmle,
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ly retarded students might a grouped with those havinc,,g
somewhat milder cogni the impairmnts; physically handicapped,
emotioally disturbed and sensor, N", impaired students could oft-ften
be voLuped with those having norm=1 level sof cognitive
abil es (i.e., regular classes r-7j.or the most part).
Specian conditions which require Pxpertisebeyond that aila a.ble
to locftml staff could be accommodat ed in a variety---ofways,-----us-ing

assistance from special education personnel at the regional
level, Current technical aids can assist in the process of
deliver -ing highly specialized ry -ices to handicapped children
as need d, including the tise of vis=deo interactive TV, etc. tc=
aid ih the assessment, program plarining andimplementation prt=ness.
Regina- 11 consultants could assist mat the local or cooperative level
for suet a needs. The-existance of a "special need" does not into

_

itself mply that many of the studnt s other needs could not be
met at t he local level, nor that sp..edial needs require special
placemera-its.

6. Each se tor of the delivery system Was particular functions fotrr
which it is particularlpuited. Thihus, highly specialized

personale-1 in various disability aress could be employed at the
regional level,- with training, quala_ty assurance, and consultalMive
function. Coordination and sharing._ Of services and expertise

should rduce costs and ensure hi ghr qual ty sery ices
regional units within each state are the logical units for such z
coordirsaion.
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MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
I

The first factor which must be addressed prior 0 implementation in-
volves securing -a variance for the often rigid state rules and regwiations
which prohibit grouping by academic or social /adaptive needs rather than

by diagnostic label or handicapping condition. Secondly,wppo_t -Prom

both key administrators and the community must be secured. The unf que charac-
teristics-of-the -region- al-so needto be thoroughly understood prior- to
Implementation in order to adapt the model to vtitting strengths, a21:thesses

and constraints. This would include knOwledge of the special educa lion
resource personnel available, the structure of special education le,adership,

the availability of other agency resources the area, the status dof
technology vis a vis special education, the data collection and mon -I toringa

system in existence, the population of handicapped children in that area,.

criteria and procedures currently used to identify and assess handiapped
students, practicespractices in IEP development, programs and Pl4cemts, community

__-
support, interagency networks, unique geographical characteristics, attitudes

toward education of the handicapped, attitudes toward regionalized s_ervice

delivery, and so forth;

Since the proposed !nodel is one which will ot lize local strengths to

the maximum extent possible, variations in special ized personnel-, ft/riding,

1,-e, and current status of programs, are not expected tO hcritical in

the success or failure of implementation,
although,P10,0erly-are--irnportant

nee ease,and smoothnest of operation. timmunityand local educatc)r

attitudes, however, are extremely important in this 045t; Each strzaltegy

must be considered in light of local conditions, and ,local support mast be
generated fnr each particular task prior to and during theimplernentavtion

phase.
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REGIONAL COORDINATION

The basic core of this model involves strengthening the role of the

statewide regional units or other intermediate units in providing professional

guidance and training, technical assistance and supervision to local staff,

while simultaneously strengthening the local community skills, including

greater involvement on the part-of regular teachers, parents, aides and

volunteers in the direct service aspects of the educational process. The

atm of this-multi-leveled approach, would be to delineate ways in A-10r-

services could be coordinated at a level consistent with capability to

provide a full ran7e of services. Regional coordination and management of

special education services would facilitate increased sharing of staff and

costs as well as more syttematic and comprehensive interagency coordination.

-service training programs would be managed and coordinated at the

regional level, although implementation would be managed and coordinated

at the regional: level, although implementation could occur at various levels.

Training would be designed to match the skills of local teachers, largely at

the local level with quality assurance at the regional level. Both regular

and special education teachers would be trained in more generic skills, such

as functional curricula, behavior management skills, and social competence

skills. Specialized professionals would be responsible for-training and.

technical assistance at the regional level and the more highly specialized

'consultative services provided to the statewide_regional -centers, from multi-

state 'Centers.
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LOCAL ROLES

Designated local supervisors, such as the school principal, would.be

responsible for ensuring that/the full range of the student's needs were

met, including parental and other agency involvement where applicable,
).

and regional supervisort would monitor the quality of professional service

planning And deliverY, including identification and.assessment procedures

i.e., planning and program follow-through. This aspect of the model is

similar to the matrix management model of dual responsibility to the local

community as well as to one's professional affiliation. Case management

would follow a "client pathway" model of responsibility, in which clients

would be followed from the beginning to 1be end of their contact with

service agencies.

Training of local educators and parents would permit more integrated

community based services, as well as more parent involvement in program

planning. UltimateTy, this would enhance the capabilities of the local

community to handle many of the less specialized educational and related

service needs of the handicapped child.

UNDERSERVED POPULATIONS

Another component of the model would ir-lude strategies designed to

address the needs of underserved groups of handicapped personS. Age

groups for which there are nv.mandates or for-which the school has minimal

responsibility would be targeted- for this-component. :This would include

developing appropriate strategies for connecting the various_ resources in

the community and region for common- problems. Priorities would likely include

Coordinating planning efforts for 0-3.yearOld handicapped children, and

Asitslins in the-coordination of appropriate vo-tech, work experience or

job placement programs for post-high school handicapped students. As a
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result, preschool vocational services and community living trainirigshoulci

be more-accessible. In 41e long range, preventative efforts in early

identification and treatment or in later 'attempts to reduce the ihstita-.

tional dependence of adolescents should be highly cost-- ective_ Ineaures
.

TECHNOLOGY

A fourth component of the model involves the use 'of technolvbfor allE

phases of service delivery to the severely handicapped. This couldiniudez
4

the use of telecommunications systems-video, interactive .elevisiop, and

micro - computers for assisting in the processes of identificetio olresourres,
c

assessment, IEP planning and implementation, evaluation student progress ,

training, data collection, monitoring, evaluation -end feedback.

It is anticipated that many of the problems encountered in apprOpriate

assessment and program planning for the handicapped in sparsely populated

areas can be alleviated through the appropriate use of available technology,

which has the capability to provide: a) information dissemination networks_

assessment and consultative assistance from persons, having the specific

technical experise required for the individual child (e.g.., Iinkagesto

multistate' centers serving handicapped -persons_ or University-based centers)-
1

c) , highly
specific, itidividdilized student tasks, each related to-objectives,'

goals and domains, thus assisting IEP development and program p

d) Methods by which tandicapped children can communicate and ma

environments; and e) specific, quantifiable -data on student . progre Ai ch

can be used for program feedback locally (teachers, parents, ,supervign)

or for larger systems planning and evaluation regionally and state/1&
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Workshops to train teachers in the use of such technical aids would

be conducted by regional level staff. Increased familiarity with

available technoldgy shoula result in higher quality assessments, IEP's

and programs.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

The model also incorporates a management information system which is
A.

based on an effiaent and accurate data collection process. This procesr

would be ongoing throughout the model implementation phase and would serve

the dual functions of providing information by which to monitor the progress

of the implementation phase and to provide feedback local staff and

parents as well as to regional and <tate level staff for evaluative purposes.

For the purpose of evaluation, baseline data would be collected prior to.

model inception on local practices. Procedures for obtt4.Ing, recording

and interpreting data regarding-all aspects of the educatioal-services

received by handicapped students and their subsequent progress should be

sufficiently straightforward to, be accersibleote loc 1 staff as:well as

provide in ormation useful to both local persons for program planning and

to reg anal staff for monitoring and evaluation. Model strategies could

be revised or bandone&during the pilot phases-if monitoring that

was not effective. in reaching tte'desired objective Data such as ideritifica-
tion and assessment processes, up development -- program delivery, placement

level, whether the edufational setting was locally based or required travel

or displacemeot from home the extent of integration with nonhandicapped

peers, parental involvement, the types of personnel and agencies involved

in all phase of the educational program and the reactions of staff and

-parents to this model of delivery service, yld_be obtained on an ongoing

7
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basis. Much of the data could be recorded on microcomputer disks to

facilitate the monitoring process.

The technological base available to school systems and local communities

is increasing rapidly. At the present time, some states have the technology

to implement such ongoing data coitation. All Minnesota schools, for

example, have micro-computers, and teaching staff continue to be trained in

their use. If the.service system is to be responsive both the the local

community and parents, as well as to the agencies interested in coordination

and technical assistance, this kind of information system is critical.

COST EFFECTIVENUS:

Finally, the model has a specific,component,to-evaluata both impact

and cost-effectiveness. The impact upon the system as a whole, including

both qualitative and quantitative measures, the impact upon_ specific

components of service delivery, and the cost-effectiveness of the model

are to be evaluated in this model. The use of microcomputer technology

can greatly-facilitate the collection and analysis of cost date It is
, 0
expected that the proposed model will support a more uniform and comprehensive

system of services throughout the rural areas, and that it will result -.in

reducpd costs to both the state and the local community.

SUMMARY

A
In summary, this model- suggests that the primary use of specialists to

provide direct educational service to handicapped- persons i not-only-t

impractical in rural areat,but.mayhinder the deVelopment of differentiated

levels of capacity to provide:service in local communities.
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Instead, this model utilizes-the resources of a regional system as

a key element of a differentiated system for services to rural areas that

involves the state education age-cies, statewide regional centers, loCal

education units and, most important, the strengths and human capital of

the local communities.
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